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MAGNETIZATION OF U,~,,,,Th,,,,,,Be,, 

G.M. SCHMIEDESHOFF”, Y.P. MAb.‘, J.S. BROOKSh, M.B. MAPLE’, Z. FISKd 
and J.L. SMITHd 
“Department of Physics, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine 04011, USA 
‘Department of Physics, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts 02215. USA 
‘Department of Physics and Institute for Pure and Applied Physical Sciences, University of California, San Diego, 
La Jolla, California 92093, USA 

dLos Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 8754.5, USA 

We present measurements of the low temperature dc magnetization of a single crystal of U, 9h8BTh0 ,,,,Be,, as a function 

of magnetic field for two orientations of the crystal with respect to the field. A qualitative difference in the behavior of the 

amplitude of the magnetic hysteresis in the superconducting state may be interpreted as evidence for the existence of two 

superconducting phases, at least one of which is anisotropic. 

The low temperature behavior of the heavy-fermion 
superconducting system U,_,Th,Be,, suggests the 
presence of two co-existing anisotropic superconduct- 
ing states [l]. Recent studies of the dc magnetization 
of a single crystal of pure UBe,, suggest the presence 
of an anisotropic magnetic moment in the supercon- 
ducting state [2]. We report similar measurements on a 
single crystal of U0 9hXXThD.03,ZBe,3r measurements 
which can be interpreted to indicate the presence of at 
least one anisotropic superconducting phase in this 
material. 

Measurements of the dc magnetization M below 
100 mK are made using a capacitive magnetometer [3] 
in a top-loading dilution refrigerator. The change in 
capacitance AC is proportional to the force on the 
sample, which in turn is equal to the product of M and 
the gradient of the magnetic field. Measurements of 
AC at fixed temperature with the external magnetic 
field H oriented normal to a crystal face are shown in 
fig. 1. Measurements with H oriented about 45” with 
respect to a crystal face are shown in fig. 2. The 
asymmetry between these two orientations is surpris- 
ing for a crystal with cubic symmetry. The amplitude 
of the magnetic hysteresis AM for both orientations is 
nonetheless quite similar and shown in fig. 3. A peak 
in AM is observed for both orientations at a field H,. 

The “peak effect” has been observed in conventional 
superconducting systems and can be attributed to one 
of several mechanisms [4]. One such mechanism invol- 

ves the co-existence of two superconducting phases 
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with similar thermodynamic critical fields but with 
differing values of the Ginzburg-Landau parameter K. 
Each phase, as expected for the U,_,ThxBe,, system 
[5], therefore has a different Hc2. The peak at H, 

occurs at the lower H,,. It is important to note that 
this particular peak effect generally arises from a 
spatial separation of the two phases, a fact that sug- 
gests stoichiometry difficulties with the crystal (which 
may suffer from aluminum inclusions from the growth 
process). In what follows, we assume that the peak 
arises from such a mechanism. 

As shown in fig. 3, H, varies as a function of angle 
with respect to the external magnetic field. This vari- 
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Fig. 1. Change in capacitance as a function of magnetic field 

for a single crystal of U, 4688Th0 oslrBe13 at 70 mK oriented 

with a crystal face normal to the external field 
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Fig. 2. Change in capacitance as a function of magnetic field 

for a single crystal of U,, ,,,,Th,, ,,,,?Be,, at 95 mK oriented 

with a crystal face approximately 45” to the external field. 

ation is a clear sign of anisotropy in HC, for at least 

one of the two phases. We note that this conclusion is 
not affected by stoichiometry difficulties: in this case 
at least one of the spatially separate phases must be 
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Fig. 3. Amplitude of the magnetization hysteresis as a func- 

tion of magnetic field for a single crystal of 

U ,I ,,,,Th,, oi 1 z Be,,. Solid line: crystal face normal to external 

field. Dashed line: crystal face approximately 45” to the 

external field 

anisotropic for this shift to occur. It should be noted 
that each curve in fig. 3 has been scaled by its own HcL 

as determined in a manner described previously [6]. 
Our conclusions are not affected by this choice. In the 
0” and 45” magnetization data, the position of the 
peaks are 2.35 and 2.561, and the upper critical fields 
are 3.87 and 3.78T. respectively. Since the 45” data 
are at a slightly higher temperature, HcZ decreases. 
Surprisingly, however, H,, increases. 
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